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HrGH COURT FORM NO, (r) 2

HEADING OF ]UDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

District: TINSUKIA

IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO.l, TINSUKIA

Present- Shri Dhiren Pegu,

B.P.Sc. (Hons.) LL.B. (Hons.), NS
Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia.

Tuesday, the 256 ot July,2O22

M.S. No.79l2021(N)

Dhiren Pegu, AJS
lvlunsiff No. 1, Tinsukaa
14.S. No.79l2021(N)

Canara Bank,

erstwhile Syndicate Bank,

A nationalized bank,

a body corporate constituted under The

Banking Compa nies (Acquisition and

Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970,

having its head office at Manipal in Udupi

district of Karnataka and branches amongst

other places at I't floor, Ankit tower, SR

Lohia road, P.O. & P.S. Tinsukia,

Tinsukia II branch,

Dt. Tinsukia, Assam.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.7912021(N)

OF

Represented by its authorized officials.

Plaintiff

-Versus-

1. M/s B.M. Electronics

Proprietor Sri Biman Dey,

Shop no. 13, New market,

P.O. & P.S. Tinsukia,

Dt. Tinsukia, Assam.

2. Sri Biman Dey,

Proprietor of M/s B.M. Electronics,

Son of Late Makhan Chandra Dey,

resident of Borpather, near Bulbul press,

P.O. & P.S. Tinsukia,

Dt. Tinsukia, Assam.

3. Sri Jiban Dey,

Son of Rakhal Dey

Resident of West Sripuria,

P.O. & P.S. Tinsukia,

Dt. Tinsukia, Assam.

Defendants
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OF

This suit coming on for final hearing on 2610712022 in the

presence of the following learned advocates:

For the plaintiff: Mr. Saurav Nag

For the defendant: Mr. Kamalesh Gupta

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court

delivered the following judgment:-

o

JUDGMENT

The plaintiff has filed this suit for recovery of money and

PLAINTIFF'S CASE IN BRIEF

2.The case of the plaintiff is that the plaintiff is a nationalized

bank, a body corporate constituted under The Banking

Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undeftakings) Act,

1970, having its head office at Manipal in Udupi district of

Karnataka and branches amongst other places at Ist floor,

Ankit tower, SR Lohia road, P.O. & P.S. Tinsukia, Dt.

Tinsukia, Assam and is represented by Sri Bijit Kumar Yein,

principal officer, Canara bank, erstwhile Syndicate bank

Tinsukia II branch. As per the application dated 20107120t2

of the defendant nos. 1 and 2 seeking financial assistance as

working capital, the plaintiff bank, on 2010712012,

recommended for sanctioning of Rs. 3, 00,000/- (Rupees
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other reliefs.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No. 1, TinsLrkia

M.S. No.7912021(N)

three lakhs) to the defendant nos. 1 and 2 and accordingly,

as per sanction letter dated 20107120L2, a loan of Rs' 3,

00,000/- (Rupees three lakhs) was sanctioned in the name of

the defendant under the SODH SME facility against the loan

account bearing no.73707890000955 of the defendant nos'

1 and 2. The defendant nos. I and 2, on the same day i'e'

on 2010712012, executed Letter of undertaking, guarantee

agreement and composite hypothecation agreement along

with demand promissory note in favour of the plaintiff bank

and the defendant nos. 1 and 2 and accordingly, from time to

time availed the loan facilities as per their requirement vide

loan account bearing no.73707890000955 of the defendant

nos. 1 and 2. Fufther, the defendant no' 3 also stood as the

guarantor for the defendant nos. 1 and 2 by executing the

guarantee agreement dated 2010712012 and the

hypothecation generally secured by the stocks and fixed

assets of the defendant no'1.

On LBlt)l}Ot4, the defendants again approached the

plaintiff bank and as per their request, the existing SODH

loan was restructured to term loan and the limit of the term

loan at Rs. 2,62,000/- (Rupees two lakhs and sixty hvo

thousand) on being executed by the defendants one letter of

sanction dated 20/10/2014 and articles of agreement ADV 28

A dated 201t012014.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS
Munsiff No.1. Tinsukia
M.S. No.79l2021(N)

4.As per the loan agreement, the loan was repayable in 84

months at an equal monthly instalment of Rs. 4680/- (Rupees

four thousand six hundred and eighty) each, commencing

from 3t11012014 along with interest @ 11.75 o/o p€r dnnurTr

with monthly rest sub;ect to RBI guidelines.

5.The defendant nos. I and 2 remained very irregular since

inception in repaying their dues to the plaintiff bank. As the

said defendant failed to repay the dues of the bank and due

to financial indiscipline on the paft of the said defendant,

several letters and correspondences were also made to the

defendants but without any result. As the defendant nos. 1

and 2 failed to repay the dues of the bank and due to

financial indiscipline on their part, the loan account of the

defendant nos. 1 and 2 was declared NPA on 3110712017.

,.A*..rt.d their acknowledgement of debt to the plaintiff bank

However, the defendant nos. 7 and 2, on 20109/2017,
'-"

,,i
rv,rlith the assurance of repaying the dues very soon. When all

:is i-l .'of these measures to recover their dues failed, the plaintiff

bank sent a legal notice to the defendant on 1310712018 but

again without any result. However, as the defendant nos. 1

and 2 failed to liquidate their loan account with the plaintiff

bank and when all efforts failed and on finding no alternative,

the plaintiff bank filed this instant suit for recovery of a sum

of Rs. 2, 19,926.82/-(Rupees Two lakhs nineteen thousand

nine hundred and twenty six and eighty two paisa) inclusive
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Dhiren Pegu. AIS
Munsrff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.7912021(N)

OF

:,.)

of interest up to 0210112019 along with future interest at

t3.25 0/o.

SERVICE OF PROCESS

6. Upon admission of the plaint for hearing, summons were

issued upon the defendants by the Court, The defendant nos.

L and 2, after receiving summons entered their appearance

in the instant suit and filed their joint written statement.

Since the defendant no. 3, despite receipt of summons failed

to enter his appearance, the instant suit proceeded ex-parte

against the defendant no.3. Also later, at the stage of cross-

examination of the plaintiff witness, due to repeated absence

of the defendant nos. 1 and 2, the suit proceeded ex-parte

ainst them.s
t{J
t-

(O

-Tl

*
EA TAKEN BY DEFENDANT NOS. 1 & 2 IN THEIR.,

tsur.,L RITTEN STATEMENT:

7. The defendant nos. 1 and 2, is their written statement, took

some general plea like the suit is not maintainable in law or

in facts, the suit is barred by limitation, estoppels, waiver and

acquiescence, that the suit is bad for non-joinder of

necessary parties, that the suit has not been properly verified

and sworn as per the law, that the suit is not filed by the

competent person, that the sult is not properly valued, that

requisite couft fee has not been paid etc. The answering
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defendants also denied all the contentions of the plaintiff

bank in toto and put the plaintiff to strictest proof thereof.

EVIDENCE ADDUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF SIDE:

8. During the trial, the plaintiff filed the evidence-in-affidavit of

01 (one) witness namely Sri Bijit Kumar Yein as PW-1. Later

on, after the amendment of the plaint, on 0710712022, the

plaintiff bank also filed additional evidence-on-affidavit of the

PW-1. The plaintifF side has also exhibited the following

documents in support of his claim.

i. Exhibit 1 - Loan sanction letter dated 2010712012.

ii. Exhibit 1(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

iii. Exhibit 2 - Application form for advance fresh

loan dated 2010712012.

iv. Exhibit 2(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

v. Exhiblt 2(ii) - Signature of the defendant n0.3.

vi. Exhibit 3 - Particulars of assets and liabilities of

the borrower dated 16107/2012.

vii. Exhibit 3(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2,

viii. Exhibit 4 - Particulars of assets and liabilities of

the guarantor dated 16107120t2.

ix. Exhibit 4(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

x. Exhibit 4(ii) - Signature of the defendant no.3.

xi. Exhibit 5 - Demand promissory note dated

20107120t2.
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xilt.

xtv.

xvl.

xvii.

xviii.

xix.

xxt,
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XXIV,

XXV

xxvt.

xxvil.

XV

Dhiren Pequ, Als
lYunsiff No.1, Tinsukia
I\4.S. No.7912021(N)

Exhibit 5(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

Exhibit 6 - Letter of hypothecation executed by

the defendant no. 2 on 2010712012.

Exhibit 6(i-xxi) - Signatures of the defendant no.2

Exhibit 7 - Guarantee agreement dated

20107/20t2.

Exhibit 7(i-vii) - Signatures of the guarantor.

Exhibit B - Letter of undertaking dated

20107/20t2.

Exhibit B(i-v) - Signatures of the defendant no.2

Exhibit 9 * Application for restructuring of

advances dated LBI 10120t4.

Exhibit 9(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

Exhibit 9(ii) - Signature of the defendant no.3.

Exhibit 10 - Sanction letter dated 201t012014.

Exhibit 10(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

Exhibit 10(ii) - Signature of the defendant no.3.

Exhibit 11 - Articles of agreement dated

201t0/2014.

Exhibit 11(i-xvii) - Signatures of the defendant

no.2

Exhibit 11(xviii-xxxiii) - Signatures of the

defendant no.3.

Exhibit 12 - Acknowledgment of debt and

securities leLter by defendant dated 2010912017.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukja
M.S. No.7912021(N)

Exhibit 12(i-ii) - Signatures of the defendant no.2.

Exhibit 13 - Demand notice dated 1U0612018.

Exhibit 13(i) - Signature of the defendant no.2.

Exhibit 14 - Statement of loan account of the

borrower.

Exhibit 14(i) - Signature of the then branch

manager.

Exhibit 15 - Certificate as per Bankers' Books

Evidence Act, 1891.

Exhibit 15(i) - Signature of the then branch

manager,

**t
UES FRAMED IN THE SUIT

a

*

)c( tx,

XXX

XXXI,

XXXII,

)ofiv

)oc(lil.

tuI
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9.I have heard the submissions put forward by the learned

counsel for the plaintiff and have carefully gone through the

documents filed and have also perused the entire case

record. As the instant suit has proceeded ex parte against the

defendant, for the proper adjudication of the matter in hand,

I have framed the following issues.

\,*::
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i. Whether the plaintiff bank had sanctioned

the loan amount of Rs. 3, 00,000/- (Rupees

three lakhs) in favor of the defendant no.l,

proprietorshiP of defendant no.2?

\\o1..
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.s. No.7912021(N)

tr.j

ii. Whether the defendant nos. 1 and 2 have

defautted in the repayment of the loan

amount? If yes, whether the plaintiff is

entitled to recovery of Rs. 2, L9, 926.821'

(Rupees Two lakhs nineteen thousand nine

hundred and twenty six and eighty two

paisa) from the defendants?

iii. To what other relief(s) the Plaintiff is

entitled to?

DrscussroN, DEcrsIoN AND REASONS THEREOF
OF

have carefully perused the pleadings, the evidences on

rd and heard the ex-parte argument made by the learned

,/&SUK\r.
* ounsel appearing for the plaintiff bank. Having so heard and

perused, I shall now discuss and decide the aforementioned

issues accordingly.

11.The PW-1 Sri Bijit Kumar Yein, branch manager of the

plaintiff bank, in his evidence-on-affidavit, reiterated the

same set of facts as found stated in the plaint and as such

rw
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Whether the plaintiff bank had sanctioned the loan

amount of Rs. 3, 00,000/- (Rupees three lakhs) in

favor of the defendant no.1, proprietorship of

defendant no.2?



Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.s. No.7912021(N)

\)

the same is not repeated here for the sake of brevity and

further the same remains un-challenged and un-rebutted as

the defendant did not appear to contest the case.

12.EXHIBIT-I, which is the compared copy of loan sanction

letter dated 20107120t2; bearing the signature of the

defendant no. 2 as EXHIBIT-10(|), shows that on the basis of

the application letter daled 2010712012 of the defendant for

advance fresh loan under SODH SME scheme i'e. the

EXHIBIT-2, the plalntiff bank sanctioned an amount of Rs'

3,00,000/- (Rupees three lakhs) in favor of the defendant

oF nos. 1 and 2.

I rther a perusal of the EXHIBIT-S; which is the compared

py of the Demand promissory note dated 2010712A1.2,

EXHIBIT-6; which is the compared copy of the composite

hypothecation arrangement dated 20/0712012 and EXHIBIT-

7; which is the compared copy of the letter of guarantee

dated 20fi712012, bearing the signatures of the defendant

no.2 as EXHIBIT-5(I), EXHIBIT- 6(i-xxi) and signatures of the

guarantor i.e. the defendant no. 3 as EXHIBIT- 7(i-vii) reveals

that the aforesaid documents were executed by the

defendant no.2 and the defendant no. 3 in favour of the

plaintiff bank on such dates. The defendants did not appear

to rebut the evidences of the plaintiff and as such on the

basis of the un-rebutted evidences of the plaintiff, it is

o
4 +isuxtl
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

lYunsiff No. 1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.791202r(N)

conclusively proved that plaintiff bank sanctioned a loan of

Rs. 3,00,000/- (Rupees three lakhs) in favor of the defendant

nos. 1 and 2 under SODH SME scheme. Hence, the issue no.

(i) is decided in the affirmative in favour of the plaintiff.

rssuE No.(ii)

Whether the defendant nos. 1 and 2 have defaulted in

the repayment of the loan amount? If yes, whether

the plaintiff is entitled to recovery Rs. 2, 19, 926.821'

(Rupees Two takhs nineteen thousand nine hundred

and twenty six and eighty two paisa) from the

defendants?

$ e plaintiff bank in their plaint as well as the evidence-on-
o

aJ{ f &,.
'.&t/,:w
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o
4 davit as PW-1 has stated that the defendant no.2
r_r

faulted in the repayment of his outstanding loan amount
o

t5{-.iittl + after acknowledging the debt of the same on 2010912017 in

favour of the plaintiff bank vide EXHIBIT-12 after

restructuring of the of the loan advances on 18/10/2014.

Further EXHIBIT no. 13 reveals that demand notice was

issued to the defendant no.2 on ltl06l20l8 reminding him

to clear his outstanding dues in time or face legal action and

the same has been received by the defendant no. 2. EXHIBIT

no. 13(1) is the signature of the defendant no'2 in the

demand notice. It is also the case of the plaintiff bank, as

stated in their plaint as well as the evidence-on-affidavit of

\*u**t*
T$o
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Dhiren Pegu, AJs
Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.s. No.7912021(N)

the PW-1, that as per their statement of the loan account

maintained in the bank i.e. EXHIBIT-14, the total outstanding

balance in the loan account of the defendant no.2 as on

0210U20t9 is Rs. 2, 19,926.821-(Rupees Two lakhs nineteen

thousand nine hundred and twenty six and eighty two paisa)

inclusive of interest up to 02/0U2019 and that accordingly,

the plaintiff bank has filed this instant suit for recovery of an

amount of the said outstanding amount from the defendants'

As the defendants did not appear to rebut the aforesaid

evidences of the plaintiff, the same remains un-rebutted and

on the basis of the aforesaid un-rebutted evidences of the

plaintiff, it is conclusively proved that the defendant no.2 has

defaulted in repaying his outstanding loan amount of Rs' 2,

L9, 926.821-(Rupees Two lakhs nineteen thousand nine

hundred and twenty six and eighty two paisa) to the plaintiff

nk and that the plaintiff is entitled to the recovery of the

me. Hence, issue no.(ii) is decided in the affirmative and in

RT

+
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vour of the plaintiff bank.

rssuE No.(iii)

To what other relief(s) the Plaintiff is entitled to?

15.In view of the discussions made and decisions arrived at the

foregoing issue nos. (i-ii), this Court is of the opinion that the

plaintiff bank is entitled to a recovery of outstanding dues

amounting to Rs. 2, 19, 926.821-(Rupees Two lakhs nineteen

f $ol
FtsN

I
L.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS
Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.7912021(N)

\)RT

Lrxtrr {

thousand nine hundred and twenty six and eighty two paisa)

along with future interest @ 13.25 o/o per dnnUffi with effect

from the date of filing of the suit till realization of the

decreetal amount from the defendants.

16.Also, as the plaintiff bank being a public sector bank and as

public money is also involved, they are entitled to recover the

cost of the suit from the defendants.

17.All the aforesaid discussions go on to prove the case in

favour of the plaintiff.

18.Therefore, considering the above discussions and decisions

arrived at issue nos. (i-iii), the instant suit is decreed on

contest with cost and the plaintiff is granted the following

reliefs.

A decree for recovery of money of Rs. 2, 19,

926.82/-(Rupees Two lakhs nineteen

thousand nine hundred and twenty six and

eighty two paisa) along with future interest

@ 13.25 o/o p€r dnnuffi with effect from the

date of filing of the suit till realization of the

decreetal amount from the defendants,

The costs of the suit, to be paid by the

defendants to the plaintiff.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS
l4unsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.7912021(N)

lg.Prepare a decree accordingly within a period of one week'

20.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 26th day

of )u|y,2022.

Typed and Corrected bY me'

(Dhi Pegu)
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Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.79l2021(N)
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APPENDIX

1. Plaintiff Witnesses:-

a. PW-1 Sri Bijit Kumar Yein

2. Defendant Witnesses:- NIL

3. Court Witnesses:- NIL

4. Plaintiff Exhibits:-

i. Exhibit 1 - Loan sanction letter dated

20107120t2.

ii. Exhibit 1(i) - Signature of the defendant

no'2.

ili. Exhibit 2 - Application form for advance

fresh loan dated 2W A7 12012.

iv. Exhibit 2(i) - Signature of the defendant

no.2.

v. Exhibit 2(ii) - Signature of the defendant

no.3.

vi. Exhibit 3 - Particulars of assets and liabilities

of the borrower dated L6107120t2.

vii. Exhibit 3(i) - Signature of the defendant

no.2.

viii. Exhibit 4 - Particulars of assets and liabilities

of the guarantor dated 16107120L2'

ix. Exhibit 4(i) - Signature of the defendant

no.2.

*
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No.l, Tinsukia
lU.S. No.7912021(N)

Exhibit 4(ii) - Signature of the defendant

no.3.

Exhibit 5 - Demand promissory note dated

20107120t2.

Exhibit 5(i) - Signature of the defendant

no.2.

Exhibit 6 - Letter of hypothecation executed

by the defendant no. 2 on2010712012.

Exhibit 6(i-xxi) - Signatures of the defendant

no.2.

Exhibit 7 * Guarantee agreement dated

20107120t2.

Exhibit 7(i-vii) - Signatures of the guarantor'

Exhibit 8 - Letter of undertaking dated

20107120t2.

Exhibit 8(i-v) - Signatures of the defendant

no.2

Exhibit 9 - Application for restructuring of

advances dated 18/10/2014'

Exhibit 9(i) - Signature of the defendant

n0.2.

Exhibit 9(ii) - Signature of the defendant

no.3.

Exhibit 10 - Sanction letter dated

201r0120t4.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJS

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.7912021(N)

rc(iii.

rc(iv.

xxv.

rcryi.

)oryii.

xxviii.

)o(ix.

XXX.

)Ofri.

)o(Xii.

Do(iii.

Exhibit 10(i) - Signature of the defendant

no.2.

Exhibit 10(ii) - Signature of the defendant

no.3.

Exhibit 11 Articles of agreement dated

2011012014.

Exhibit 11(i-xvii) - Signatures of the

defendant no.2

Exhibit 11(xviii-xxxiii) - Signatures of the

defendant no.3.Exhibit 12 - Acknowledgment

of debt and securities letter by defendant

dated 2010912017.

Exhibit 12(i-ii) - Signatures of the defendant

no.2.

Exhibit 13 Demand notice dated

LLl06l20LB.

Exhibit 13(i) - Signature of the defendant

no.2.

Exhibit 14 - Statement of loan account of the

borrower.

Exhibit 14(i) - Signature of the then branch

manager.

Exhibit 15 - Certificate as per Bankers'Books

Evidence Act, 1891.
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Dhiren Pegu, AJs
Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia
M.S. No.7912021(N)

)oo(iv. Exhibit 15(i) - Signature of the then branch

manager.

5. Defendant Exhibits:- NIL

Typed and Corrected by me.

(Dhire egu

Munsiff no.1, Tinsukia

l,lKlN$IFF No'l
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